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INTRODUCTION 

Change typically results as a reaction to specific problems or opportunities the organization is 

facing based on internal or external stimuli.  While the notion of "becoming more competitive" 

or "becoming closer to the customers" or "becoming more efficient" can be the motivation to 

change, at some point these goals must be transformed into the specific impacts on processes, 

systems, organizational structure or job roles.  This is the process of defining "the change."  

Change Management is the process, tools and techniques to manage the people- side of change to 

achieve the required business outcome.  Change management incorporates the organizational 

tools that can be utilized to help individuals make successful personal transitions resulting in the 

adoption and realization of change. 

Ultimately, the goal of change is to improve organization by altering how work is done. Change 

Management supports moving an organization from a current state (how things are done today), 

through a transition state to a desired future state (the new processes, systems, organization 

structures or job roles defined by "the change").Change Management focuses on the people 

impacted by the change.  Effective change management requires the understanding of various 

aspects of implications of change and then to set all the actions that need to take place to 

implement change.  Understanding the implications of change is of high importance as an old 

aphorism say…..…the surgery was completely successful but unfortunately----The Patient died."  

The change will always be the surgery, whether wanted or unwanted, but the purpose of change 

is to ensure the long survival of the organization.  The future managers must have change 

management in their "management kit."  They must study change and its various manifestations 

to successfully deal with it and be ahead of it or else we may be swept by the tidal, tectonic 

changes sweeping every nation, every industry, and every organization.  The linearity that 

marked the past will no longer apply to the futures.  Globalization and the rise of new zones of 

intense economic and consumer activities will breed the need for organizations that are big 

enough to capitalize on different opportunities but small enough to be nimble in response to local 
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requirements.  According to Kotler, really translates into a multitude of new niche markets of 

consumers, whose behavior is largely unknown.   

Today's organizations have their tails on fire.  We are now operating in a "Darwinian market 

place" where "the law of the jungle" prevails.  We are into a dog-eat-dog game, where the game 

plan is the survival of the fittest.  To be relevant in tomorrow market, the management and the 

organization should abandon yesterday.  They should immediately free resources from being 

committed to maintaining what no longer contributes to performance, and no longer produces 

results.  In fact, it is not possible to create tomorrow unless one first slough off yesterday.  To 

maintain yesterday is always difficult and extremely time-consuming.  Therefore always 

commits the organization's scarcest and most valuable resources-and above all, its ablest people-

to non-results.  Yet to do anything different- let alone to innovate- always runs into unexpected 

difficulties.  It therefore always demands leadership by people of high and proven ability.  In 

addition, this people are committed to maintaining yesterday, they are simply not available to 

create tomorrow.  Management must create tomorrow through change management to maintain 

the organization as a "going concern." In addition, to continuous improvements in the operations 

of the organization and its relevance in the market place.  They lead to new processes.  They lead 

to innovation.  They lead to new businesses.  Eventually continuous improvements lead to 

fundamental change- effective change management. 

THE RULES FOR AN EFFECTIVE CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

One thing you will notice in his book, 29 Leadership Secrets from Jack Welch- Former CEO of 

General Electric, an effective change manager.  He is always saying things like: "These were our 

real secrets."  Jack Welch outlined the following rules as a success factor in building an effective 

change management: 

I. The mindset of yesterday's manager – accepting compromise, keeping things tidy – bred 

complacency.  Tomorrow's leaders must raise issues, debate them, and resolve them.  They must 

rally around a vision of what a business can become.  Change, before it is too late. 

II. Accept Change.  Business Leaders who treat change like the enemy will fail at their jobs. 

Change is the one constant, and successful business leaders must be able to read the ever-

changing business environment. 

III. Begin with a vision. Nothing changes without a clear vision of where change is supposed to 

lead.  The boldest vision may be the best vision. 
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IV. Let your employees know that change never ends.  Teach your colleagues to see change as 

an opportunity- a challenge that can be met through handwork and smart.  

V. Be ready to rewrite your agenda.  Welch always encourages his managers and employees to 

be prepared to re-examine their agenda and to make changes when necessary. 

 

VI. Emphasize vision, not supervision.  Managing less let managers think big thoughts and come 

up with new ideas to benefit the business. 

VII. Managers lead with vision.  Managers must persuade others to implement through the force 

of vision. 

VIII. Provide an atmosphere, a climate, a chance, a meritocracy, where people can have the 

resources to grow, the educational tools are available, they cad expand their horizons, their 

vision of life.  That is what companies ought to provide. 

Welch (2003) summed up thus: We want to be more than that.  We want to change the 

competitive landscape by being not just better than our competitors are but by taking quality to a 

completely new level.  We want to make our quality so special, so valuable to our customers, so 

important to their success, that our products become their only real value choice.  There is no 

company in the world that has ever been better positioned to undertake an initiative as massive 

and transforming as this one.  Every cultural change we have made over the past couple of 

decades positions us to take on this exciting and rewarding challenge.  

 

REASONS FOR RESISTING CHANGE 

It will be very useful to the change manager to organize and to be prepared for resistance at any 

level it is and finding the reasons that often lie behind these resistance made and the indicators 

that apparently face. Sometime the change managers during the process list referred different 

resistance that is taken from the past experience like personal reasons, technological reasons, 

leadership reasons, finance and so on. In Leading Change James O'Toole suggests the following, 

more detailed, common explanations for resistance: 

* Homeostatic; stability is the natural order; resistance to change, therefore, is a natural 

response.  

* Future shock; there is only so much change that we can cope with at any one time. With e-

learning; new funding models; re-structuring; and implementing PDP all before 2005, I cannot 

cope with anything else that is new. 
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* Futility, Cynicism and Human Nature; these combine in the view that any proposed change 

will be cosmetic; that we are all selfish and since change requires a degree of altruism it cannot 

work and we must suspect the motives of anyone proposing change. "Isn't it the case that Vice 

Chancellors routinely propose change in order to conceal mistakes and keep people on their 

toes?" 

* Lack of knowledge; we do not know how to change or what to change to. 

* Ego; According to O'Toole, the people in powerful positions having to admit that they have 

been wrong. Within the context of change we might be more charitable and allow for rapidly 

changing external influences. It does raise the question, however, of what those influences are 

and how many of our executives were not able to predict.  

* Collective fantasy; this is a group response that ignores the direction that reason points to and 

is based on an inability of organizations to learn from experience. It is linked to chauvinistic 

conditioning which holds that the way we do it is correct and they are wrong.  

* Fallacy of the exception; there is nothing we can learn from others because we are different. 

* Change has no constituency; this is a Machiavellian notion that the stake that a minority of 

individuals have in preserving their power is far stronger than the stake that the majority have in 

bringing about an uncertain alternative. This includes the followers who espouse the notion that 

the people in powerful positions have the ability to steer us on the right course and we should not 

question their leadership.  

To this list prepared by James O'Toole we might add:  

* Not clear about the purpose of change; because change brings uncertainty, misunderstanding 

and ambiguity. Basically, the change cannot be predicted at each point about the issues and 

results. 

* Planning involvement; the managers can be filly equipped and committed if the are involved 

in the planning process during the change management. The mangers at the middle level are not 

able to participate fully in the decision-making process. 

* Variable personal reasons; the different people in the different department, levels may be 

resistance because of the personal reason. Institutional loyalty are variable but even different 

managers at different functional levels doubt the need to change. 

* Fear of failure; the mangers may sometimes fear the failure. Failure due to change like loss of 

status, or the fear of incurring the disapproval and so on. This become acute resistance for the 

change. 
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* Lack of trust; the mangers may face lack of trust with respect to the change and is often cited 

as one of the principal causes of resistance. 

* Pressure; the environmental forces act negatively when there is a failure in planning change 

which create tremendous pressure in the organization. 

Obviously, the change managers have to plan the opposite of the issues identified in the reasons 

for resisting change cited so far. Clearly, what these represent is a failure to manage change 

effectively and properly. For some scholars of change management it is a question of values and 

beliefs. For others there is reference to the innate conservatism of organizational culture and, 

arguably, a romanticized view of professional life that has probably never existed outside the 

pages of 'organization'. However, the change managers must also look carefully at any 

expressions of resistance.  

 

COPING WITH THE CHANGE 

Three things that the change manager should know for coping with the change in the 

organization for future: 

I. All Change: The change manager should master the new skill, perfected a technique and 

should specialize the complex procedures. If the new approach makes things better then it's easy 

to reconcile for the managers. But change can lead to frustration coupled with heavy lose. Its 

little comfort to understand the dependence of various factor and condition of the change also 

manger should analyze the possible change in these factor in the future. 

II. Change position: Change feels essential, exhilarating and inevitable in some of the condition. 

To capitalize on the opportunities change can be welcome but the managers have to determine 

the work getting at right position. 

III. Last out, first in: At times of uncertainty people look for the sudden change. Wait even 

longer and with the cyclic nature of change you'll find yourself ahead of the game. Pitch in with 

wisdom gained from the mistakes of others.  

Change should not be done for the sake of change -- it's a strategy to accomplish some overall 

goal of the organisation. Usually organizational change is provoked by some major outside 

driving force, e.g., substantial financial problem, markets/clients forces, need for dramatic 

increases in productivity/services, etc.  

We live in a dynamic world of ever change. Yet most change program fail. Why is change 

management so difficult?  
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Change in simple words "moving from one state of position to another" for benefits. All systems 

are in stable equilibrium, except when they are destabilized and the manger has to face the 

problem due to change in variables. Systems continuously seek equilibrium, and large systems 

are most likely to do this by resisting change and moving back to the existing stable state. 

Whereas, what we want them to do is to move to a new stable state also helps to understand the 

dynamics of the system.  

 

MODELS OF CHANGE 

Kurt Lewin proposed a model "Unfreeze–Transition–Re-freeze" that recognizes the need to let 

go of the past.  

Others manage change by:-  

* Communicating information related to change in variable for the required change. 

* Redefining and reinterpreting existing norms and values, and developing commitments to new 

ones based on the existing and future changes. 

* The put into effect of required authority for the expected required change.  

* Building a new organization adoptable for future change. 

 

INDICATORS 

Future change managers must be able to understand and: 

1. Identify the difficulty based on the achievement of the organizational objective of the 

organization and relevance of the different variable and models of planned change and the 

different levels of uncertainty they carry, and relate them to different organizational situations in 

terms of outcomes.  

2. Identify position required from internal and external resources, expertise, technological 

expertise, process consultants and so on.  

3. Help change process to inhibiting and dominating idea and cultures in the organization  

 

4. Use knowledge management process to learn and creativity in order to challenge the variables 

planned base for the future. 

 

CHANGE RESEARCH PROCESS 

Steps of organizational change research process: 
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Story telling: Collect the stories of individuals who have been involved in events of 

organizational change and learning.  

Boje describes postmodern organizational learning as "reintroducing the stories and voices of 

those excluded, marginalized and exploited the pre-modernist and modernist learning 

curriculum. Postmodern learning constructs pluralistic participation through multi-voiced 

dialogue to question grand, totalizing and essential sing claims" (Boje, 1994, p. 449).  

Stories are available from a number of sources. They are told face to face on a daily basis as 

people at work interact to one another.  

Stories are told in writing, and through electronic media such as telephones and e-mail (Kaye, 

1996). Nevertheless it is possible to collect stories for the specific purposes of research, 

providing that the researcher can gain access to the storytellers. Researching organizational 

learning can then be done by asking individuals to recount events in which they have seen 

change enacted in organizations which were labeled by either themselves or others as "learning 

experiences". 

 These stories can be used to research how people in organizations make sense of organizational 

learning and to highlight differences between individuals in this sense making process.  

The skills for the researcher in gathering such data are first in the selection of story tellers from 

diverse organizational perspectives. These research skills are akin to what is referred to as 

"active listening" and involve suspending judgments based on stereotypes, empathizing with the 

storyteller, and providing reflective responses to encourage storytellers to tell their stories to the 

end, and giving feedback to the storyteller to ensure that the story has been received "straight" 

(Kaye, 1996). 
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